Mevlevi Order of America presents
the Sema Ceremony of the
WHIRLING DERVISHES
THE PRAYER DANCE OF RUMI
WITH A
TURKISH SACRED MUSIC CONCERT
DIRECTED BY
Postneshin Jelaleddin Loras
FEATURING
MASTER SУFI MUSICIANS DIRECT FROM TURKEY
Timucin Cevikoglu &
Oguz Kaan Birkekimoğlu
MOA ENSEMBLE AND SEMAZENS
OF THE
MEVLEVI ORDER OF AMERICA

7:30PM FRIDAY
DECEMBER 14, 2012
TIFFANY CENTER
1410 SW MORRISON ST
PORTLAND, OR 97205

ADDITIONAL INFO: www.hayatidede.org
ADVANCE TICKETS: WWW.BROWNPAPERTICKETS.COM/EVENT/282860
PHOTO: LEEGUTHRIEPHOTOGRAPIE.COM
800 838-3006

SPONSORED BY
PSU TURKISH STUDIES CENTER